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Wet Cold Campo Winter
By SARAH YOUNG
I bet you never thought that
campus safety officers pocket the ridiculous amount of
money that we pay in tickets. But they do. And they’re
spending this semester’s total on something that’s fun
for the whole campo gang:
a week long nature retreat!
This winter break, campo
will pack their bags, funnel
onto a bus, and journey to the
Catskills--just like you did in
third grade--to a camp for
their own kind: Camp Campo.
At Camp Campo, Campus
Safety officers will partake
in a number of your favorite
childhood group bonding activities, such as double-Dutch,

Welcome to Camp Campo
Allie Tyler

Get This: The Underground Railroad Was Not Actually a Subway
By GEORGE LUBITZ, Content Director
Twenty years. That’s how
long I was living with a complete misconception about
this history of the famous Underground Railroad. In grade
school I learned about the
19th-century secret route designed to safely transport enslaved individuals from the
south to freedom in the north.
That’s because I was under the
impression that the thing led by
Harriet Tubman was a subway.
I mean, how could I not??

It is literally called the underground railroad. You know
what else is an underground
railroad? The New York City
transit system, which--I would
like to add--travels from the
southern borough of Brooklyn to the northern area of
The Bronx. A simple mistake.
Not by me, of course, but by
my dimwitted teachers in 3rd,
4th, and all the way up to 12th
grades who never bothered to
mention that there were no

Stop Thanksgiving and Start Thanksliving
By QUINT TURNER
The holiday season is here,
but it seems like a lot of you
are acting less like holibaes
and more like holidazed. And,
frankly, that’s not okay. I think
it’s time we, as a collective, put
our best foot forward instead
of two feet backwards and try
this year to stop Thanksgiving, and start Thanksliving.
This holiday season, don’t
just awkwardly look away from
your weird aunt when she tries
to hug you, hug her back. Don’t

pretend you didn’t see your first
cousin who is ten years younger than you but pretends to be
ten years wiser; engage him
in a real conversation about
the merits of Nietzsche like
he always wanted. When your
grandpa asks you with sincerity about your plans for the future, don’t give him a sneer and
look at your phone; show him
your five-year plan that you
put together in your Notes app.
We’ve gotten so compla-

ropes courses, rock climbing, trust falling (paid for by
your Adirondack trust funds)
and snuggling close by the
bonfire, where they’ll burn a
few spare hundreds to keep
their bodies and spirits warm.
And you’ve heard about the
secret treasure room, where
everything that campo confiscates from students gets stored?
Well, all of that’s coming with
them! Think of it as a Campo
Rumspringa: no Glotzbach, no
responsibilities, no rules! Just a
bunch of free souls and bongs.
The rest of our ticket money
goes to the Campo Secret Santa fund.

metal tracks, no train cars that
made both local and express
stops, and no ticket machines
located in stations located inconspicuously
throughout
Georgia, Alabama, and other southern states. Oh, and
Harriet Tubman never wore
a conductor’s hat. Shameful.
It was only when I asked one
of my friends what line the famous heroine took that I was
revealed of my ignorance.
“What line?” one of my pals

questioned.
“Yeah,” I responded, “was the
4/5/6 easier? Or did she use the
A train? How did she account
for delays?”
It was so embarrassing.
Thanks, New York City public
schools.
Next thing you know, they’ll
tell us that the Rave on Harper’s Ferry wasn’t a historical
booze cruise on an old-time
steam boat.

cent, thinking all our wishes
have been granted. Don’t you
remember those youthful,
more innocent days when we
would paint turkeys by tracing our hand? When we truly were grateful? Now we’re
just a bunch of mindless Starbucks drinkers waiting for
our next Yak to be upvoted to
#1 while reading the “Top 12
reasons why you should hate
your parents (if you’re a Millenial)” on Buzzfeed. We’re

not feeding our minds, we’re
starving them. And we’re
starving our family when we
don’t thank them for the food.
If we don’t stop this collision course we’re on, soon
the Thanksgiving treat stuffed
with bread and served with
gravy won’t be the traditional turkey, it’ll be us. Wake up.
It’s what the Native Americans would have wanted.

Scientists Confirm: Listening to Peace for Paris Playist is Officially the Least You Can Do
By JACK ROSEN, Editor in Chief
Noting their surprise, even
shock, that they found something less effective than giving your profile picture a blue,
white, and red overlay, American scientists have confirmed
today that listening to any one
of the five pro-Parisian playists that Spotify has put out is
quite literally he least you can
do. Justin Jones, head of Scientists for Actually Doing Something, said in a press release
outlining the group’s findings,
“Let me be clear, if you think
you accomplished anything by

listening to one of these playlists, you are bigger threat than
ISIS to the Western society.”
When asked to clarify, Jones
explained, “Look ISIS can attack us, that much is proven.

However if you are a Westerner of voting age who listed to
Peace, chill.out.brain, Peaceful Piano or any other of these
Spotify playist with the hope
of making a difference, you are

Already a few months into
their first semester, many firstyears have begun to feel part
of the Skidmore community. I
mean, at least most freshman
now know to call it “D-Hall”
(if not, you probably also confused Starbucks and Burgess
for a while, you over-caffeinated fool). However, one difficult
hurdle for first-years to jump
is understanding the many social justice issues pertinent to
liberal arts students. The collection of isms a mindful Skidmore student must be aware
of grows, while students’ ability to simply spout out their
parents’ and the Daily Show’s
opinions shrinks. Students
now have to demonstrate
their own comprehension of
issues, or at least perfect the
strong head nod of agreement.
Though most freshmen
manage to keep their mouths
shut long enough to avoid sup-

porting an unpopular, naive
opinion, first-year Jared Powers recently failed spectacularly in social justice proficiency.
Not an active participator in
his Human Dilemmas class,
Powers decided last Friday to
finally make his seminar debut. Though he had not completed the reading for that
day, Powers was confident in
his reasoning skills. Having
pulled many one-night essays
during high school (which
Powers reminded me of several times during the interview), he believed himself capable of on-the-fly arguments.
Powers was wrong. Taking a
woefully misguided approach,
Powers used the buzzwords
in the discussion topic’s title
as a guide to what he should
argue. Thus, Powers ended
up accidently supporting ethnocentrism. Powers explains
his reasoning: “I mean, it

sounds great. Like, centering
on ethnicities. Being aware
that there are different ethnicities, and that many people’s lives ‘center’ on them.”
Some more knowledgeable
first-years scoffed, while the
other students who did not
read joined in the majority’s
outrage. But Powers’s professor did not allow the students
to attack Powers for confidently stating “yeah, like, I think
we should all be ethnocentric.” Skidmore professors have
been criticized for spreading a
strongly liberal agenda and ignoring minority views. Keeping the classroom a safe place
for contentious discussion is
a valid request, even if the argument is dumb as shit. Thus,
Powers’s professor was wary
of allowing any critiques, and
instead opted to subtly change
Powers’s statement to “yes, we
ARE all ethnocentric at times.”

It was only after class, when
the professor quietly and nervously asked him if he had
thoroughly read for today, that
Powers realized his mistake.
Powers’s story should be a
warning to all first-years. It
takes at least a year to truly
master college-level bullshitting; many first-years are not
yet prepared to consistently make seemingly informed
opinions about contentious
issues. In the meantime, do
the readings (alright, at least
skim them), make some lovely summations, and watch the
masters at work. You’ll be surprised at the coherency of the
hungover junior in an 8:00 am
Friday class arguing the faults
of a fatalistic perspective (particularly when you remember she’s arguing for action at
eight in the fucking morning).

Food waste is very common on campus - as we can see
when so many students “finish” eating and put their plates
with unfinished food on the
spinning machine that takes all
these plates to the dish-room.
There must be some reason
why so many people are doing
this - otherwise why are most
people wasting food? So let’s
examine the possible reasons
for food waste on campus.
First, most Skidmore students pay a lot of tuition and
one way to earn back the tuition is to waste food. As college
students, we spend most of our

time studying and socializing,
so most of us don’t have time
and access to earn back our tuition before graduating. However, food waste is one way to
make full use of this money.
The more we waste, the more
we feel like we consumed,
thus the more we think our
tuition has been earned back.
Another reason that might
explain food waste on campus
is that students are not satisfied enough with the rank of
Skidmore Dining Services. As
we know, Skidmore now ranks
2 among all the colleges in the
nation and 27 among all the

colleges and universities. However, ambitious Skid students
are not satisfied with number
2 so what they are doing is
wasting as much as they can to
rank number 1 college of food
wasting among all the colleges.
There are several creative
methods to maximize the food
waste. First of all, we can build a
waste food pyramid to encourage students to waste more. A
direct sculpture of the waste
will give students an impulse
to waste food, thus leading to
more tuition being earned as
previously mentioned. An-

other highly recommended
way is that we can post wasted food pictures on social media, such as Facebook or Instagram, to compete over who
wastes the most. The winner
of the day will receive a present from dining hall to complement this wasting action.
In general, the advantages of wasting food by far outweigh the disadvantages.
Wasting food is still a field
that needs further investigation. I encourage all Skidmore
students to do research to explore this food waste field.

Worse than a profile picture
JACK ROSEN
Classroom Discussions: Avoiding Idiotic Opinions
By MIRANDA THOMPSON
	
  

Taste the Waste
By YUELIN HE and YANYUN HU

definitely going to do harm in
the long run than any terrorist
could hope to.”
“I want to be clear, you are
literally doing more by changing your profile picture. You
are literally doing more if you
prayed for Paris, because technically if there is a God than
maybe that will accomplish
something,” said Jones.
Jones added, “And if your
first response was to listen to
Peaceful Indie Ambient, then
the terrorists have already
won.”

Student discovers whole host of reasons why ISIS would brutally kill him if he lived under their rule
By JOHN O’HARA, Copy Editor
Class of 2017 member Mark
Greyview isn’t too different
from your average liberal arts
student. As an intellectually
curious and socially adventurous young adult, he is almost
certain to have much in common with either you or some
of your friends, and even seeks
to travel the world after college to expand on his interests. Although he intends to
get out of his comfort zone,
Mark has discovered recent-

ly that there are parts of the
Middle East which he’ll simply
have to avoid, as there are literally dozens of reasons why
ISIS would brutally kill him
if they ever got the chance.
“My interests include playing music, drinking beer,
eating bacon, and just blaspheming in general. At Skidmore I fit in fine, but I realized recently that if ISIS ever
caught me doing these things,
they would surely kill me.”

I didn’t ask Mark to consider this dark topic any further,
but he seemed strangely eager to delve into more details.
“I’m half Jewish, so I’d probably get stoned for that. I support
women’s rights— I’d probably
get a lashing or two for that.
I’ve even been experimenting
with homosexuality recently—they’d probably throw
me off a roof for that one!”
Mark tells me his fear of ISIS

only grows the more he reads
of them. “Maybe the one thing
ISIS has over me is they’re totally true to their word. If they
caught me playing a sport
other than beat the infidel,
they really would kill me!”
After granting ISIS this one
bit of credibility, Mark was sure
to add that he has no respect
for them whatsoever. “Make
no mistake. ISIS can suck my
skinny uncircumcised cock.”

Still Reeling: Freshman Orientation Felt Like Summer Camp and I’m Still Not Okay With It.
By GEORGE LUBITZ, Content Director
Freshman Orientation was
more than two years ago, and I
still feel weird about the way it
happened. Put simply, I felt like
I was at sleep away camp and
that’s pretty awkward. Like,
I liked sleep away camp, but
this is a place of higher learning…a source of academia…
On the first day of orientation, we were all given uniform
T-shirts with our class year on
them, and were directed over
to Waccenheim field in our
seminar groups; or our bunk
mates—you tell me. We took
a group photo to send home
to our families (I guess) and
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then ate together silently in
the mess hall. And I felt really
weird about it. Like I couldn’t
eat and I didn’t know how to
contribute to the conversations
about where people are from
or what high school they go to.
It was not all right, and this is
why we need to talk about it.
Then we heard a long, boring
speech from the camp director. Philip was trying to make
camp sound fun, but we were
all homesick and nervous, and
he could tell. That’s why he
invited us all to that ice cream
social—I didn’t go. Instead, I
lay stiff in my bunk, seriously

regretting not eating anything
at lunch that day. Here’s the
thing—college is NOT summer camp, so the fact that the
first three days of Freshman
year felt like one is really upsetting and, frankly, not cool.
This was two years ago, but I
still have stomach aches whenever I think about the ice breakers and scavenger hunts…
which is weird, because we
go to a place that is supposed
to grant degrees, so that people can enter the real world.
And summer camp is not the
real world, it’s an anxious two
weeks of missing mom and
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dad. And at the end of it all, you
tell all those friends you made
in the last few days that you’ll
keep in contact with them, but
you don’t. Once classes started, I made new friends and
felt more comfortable. My
dad ended up being right after
all: when he dropped me off
at the baggage pile in front of
the lake, he told me not to be
nervous. “Soon enough,” he
reassured, “this place will fit
you like a glove.” Really good
advice, dad, I just wished you
warned me about the jungle
juice—it is NOT the same as
bug juice from Camp Torah.
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Tang Review: Kinda Sucks.
By DOUG PATRICK, Business Manager
We all know about the Tang,
right? That museum with
all the art on the walls? You
know. The building in between
where the Quidditch team
plays and Bolton Hall. Glad
we’re all on the same page.
Anyways, I took a trip down
there and, I’ve got to say, they
should really change its name.
It’s not the least bit Tang-y.
Maybe edgy, but definitely not
the kind of kick or satisfaction
one gets from biting into a

chicken wing with a nice tangy
sauce. Skidmore should really consider calling it “Edge.”
There’s not even that much art
there! Sure, there’s some paintings or whatever on the walls,
but you can only see them after
mazing your way through the
shelves and shelves of books.
Maybe I just don’t get it.
Are the shelves supposed to
be some kind of social commentary? “We can weave our
way through knowledge all

we want, but true intelligence
comes from art…” Fuck artists. But, soon I realize that
can’t possibly be the reason.
So then I start thinking:
Doug, you’re a dumbass,
these “books” are probably filled to the brim with
some crazy fucking art!
Well, let me save you the
trouble of doing that. They’re
just regular old books.
Also, the place is filled with
snobs. The museum has lots of

tables and chairs so, I’m assuming, people can sit, think, and
digest the art. First impression:
Pretentious. But I’m a nice
guy, so I try to follow along.
So I sit down and try to talk to
some of the digesters and you
know what these assholes do?
They shush me. Like what the
fuck is this? A library? Jesus.
I guess if you want to study,
hit up the Tang.
If you want to see some art,
stay away.

Student Sentenced to Community Service for Reposting Stolen Twitter Joke to YikYak
By QUINT TURNER
Skidmore student Scott Bogosian was sentenced to 30
days of community service for
reposting a tweet he did not
write on to YikYak for easy
Yakarma. The tweet/YikYak
in question, “Official catchphrases of ‘15/’16 School Year:
‘Yikes’ for bad things, ‘Classic’ for good things”, reached
69 upvotes before a brave soul
flagged his Yak and had it taken
down. The original writer, who
has the handle of “wettbutt” on
Twitter, pursued legal action as
soon as he was contacted about
the plagiarism. Bogosian, in

addition to community service, had to pay wettbutt $2,500
in damages following his loss.
“The main problem with
stealing tweets for YikYak is
that it creates doubt in both
communities. Students start to
doubt that any of these amazing ‘Netflix and chill’ jokes are
actually original. My followers
start to doubt that my jokes are
original. This is why I have trust
issues,” wettbutt said to the
media, following the decision.
The community service
includes
writing
scripts
for local theatre, includ-

ing some at Skidmore.
“If Bogosian is found to plagiarize on writing for community theatre, the severity of the
sentence will ramp up. He’ll be
forced to start a comedy blog
in 2015 that he’ll have to update daily, or pay hefty fines.
And let me tell you, there is
nothing more disheartening than trying to write a comedic blog in 2015 and only
getting 2 viewers a day,” Prosecutor Aaron Ekblad said.
Skidmore President Phillip Glotzbach also gave his

two cents to the scandal.
“Plagiarism is a serious offense in an academic setting.
I see no reason that it should
not be similarly serious on social media. By the way, why is
it that all the guys here who
say they’re looking for a relationship are either taken or
not willing to make a commitment? Step up to the plate, dinguses,” said Pres. Glotzbach.
“In the rush to finally reach
over 1000 Yakarma, I forgot
that Creative Thought Matters,” said Bogosian.

Breaking News: SCOOP Group Still Friends 2 Months into School!
By EMMA BERNSTEIN
SCOOP groups. We’ve all
either been a part of one or
wished we were a part of one.
What is SCOOP you might ask?
Skidmore Outdoor Orientation Program, aka a foolproof
way to have people to eat meals
with for the first few weeks of
school. SCOOPs range from
hiking to white water rafting
and come chock full of opportunities to meet new people
and secure a beautiful “loving college so far!” instagram.

But when school starts, classes really begin to kick in and
students realize that maybe
an obsession with hiking and
love for sativa strains was the
only thing they had in common with their SCOOP bestie.
SCOOP groups slowly stop texting their group chat and only
talk when their new bestie is
trying to get with that one guy
on their SCOOP’s roommate.
HOWEVER! This is not always the case. The Sagamore

SCOOP is still going strong,
meeting in Dhall for daily trips
to Emily’s Garden and walking into town every week for
the Farmer’s Market. Towards
the beginning of October, the
group did have some shaky
moments. Like that one time
when Sarah hooked up with
Dave and then Dave didn’t text
her back the morning after
and so Sarah did not feel like
going to the Farmer’s Market
with the group the next day.

The group was near shambles.
But SCOOP leader Emily happened to be passing Sarah as she
vented to fellow SCOOP mate
Rachel about the Dave incident and Emily told Sarah that
Dave dropped his phone off
of the roof of Tang and wasn’t
reachable by text. The day (and
the SCOOP group) was saved!
The Sagamore SCOOP group
can still be seen making their
way downtown, every Saturday.

On the advice of our attorneys, we recommend that you
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